UNECE GRVA Work Priorities
Proposal Draft Structure

Based on Document ECE/TRANS/WP.29/2019/2
UNECE GRVA – Draft Proposal for a New Structure based on ECE/TRANS/WP.29/2019/2

**UNEC...** 

**IWG MVC**  

**IWG AEBS**  

**IWG CS/OTA**  

**IWG FRVA [+FW]**  

**IWG VMAD**  

**Task ACSF**  

**Task DSSAD**  

**Task CEL**  

**Task PTI**  

**FRVA** = Functional requirements for automated & autonomous vehicles  
**FW** = Framework document on automated & autonomous vehicles  
**VMAD** = Validation Method for Automated Driving (= New assessment/ test method)